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he history of La Granja de San Ildefonso has its roots in the
lands close to the forest of Valsaín, before Spain was one

country, when the kings went hunting bears and found in this exercise the
strength and ability to defeat the enemy during the war.

The first news of the man in this land is stone spread throughout the
mountains and the plains. And, even though there are not Palaeolithic
traces here, there is a chance that the forest and water brought those
ancestral carnivorous, hunters of black pigs and horny beasts. But the
destiny of this land was already written, 250 million years ago, when an
Herzian folding raised in the same place as today’s mountain range a
higher one and with the same direction. The orogeny was coming closet o
the present in the Tertiary, when the Alpine folding took place, raising
again this worn central system. Guadarrama mountain range got divided;
since then it is the massif of Peñalara and that of Cuerda Larga that
separates the basin of River Lozoya. Then came the Worminess glaciations
which, with its intense cold, polished the rock and left lagoons on the
mountain tops.

In this harsh and bushy scenario, its waters full of fishes and otters, its
forest full of wild boars, bears, deers, roe deers and wolfs, its skies full of
birds of prey, the first men of the bronze era begin to hunt like also did
the Celts (Segobrica is the union of the Celt words Sego, which means
“victory” and Briga “city”), but there are no clear traces of this. The most
ancient remains are Roman. Apart of the aqueduct which is clearly
present in the Capital, plus the land we are talking about, there are
remains of the Roman paved road that even Carlos IV used and that
crossed the mountain at Fuenfría pass.

After the Roman came the German people that live, amongst other, the
necropolis of Espirdo, Bontosilla and Tejadilla. Of the Muslim presence
and pass we have inherited the name of the mountain range:
Guadarrama, this is “the River of Sand”. But the real story that gives
place to the Palace and to the town of Granja de San Ildefonso begins
later, when the Christian won it back. It was on the 10th C, by the count
Fernán González. In the year 1076, Segovia organises its Council, and it
begins the repopulation and the last infidels are spelled of the forest of
Valsain. After a couple of centuries, life goes back to the villages and the
herds and grains to the fields. Winter is hard and summer is dry, between
them, spring melts the white waters and gives life to the creatures of the
forest.
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een on hunting since the beginning of the crusades, the kings
and the nobles perfection the techniques practising in the best

preserves of each kingdom. In the forest of Valsaín is where king Alfonso
XI practices already in the 14th century who, as good great-grand-son of
the Wise King, knows the profits of hunting for the spirits of the kings:
“This is very suitable for the kings more than to any other men, for three
reasons: first to extend their lives and their health, and to increase their
knowledge and so to reduce the illnesses that are things that worry us a
lot. The second, because hunting is the art and wisdom of fighting and
wining, and kings have to know about this; the third is because it is
something kings must have more than any other men”.

There, by River Eresma, is where Alfonso XI places the first hunters’
refuge who, later, will be enlarged by Juan II and that some documents
name the “palace” (probable because it is a royal property and not for its
architecture). However it was, amongst its beautiful pine tress of orange
bark, where the son of the king, passionate for hunting and badly treated
by history, Enrique IV grows up.

There is different news about his early love for hunting. It was in a
fight with a beast of Valsaín which gave place to the primitive hermitage
he ordered to build to worship San Ildefonso because he saved his life.
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K

ittle kings in the history of Spain have had so many literatures
around their sexual life as Enrique IV, called the impotent. We

are in the middle of the 15th C, and the union of the different kingdoms
under one sole crown is about to happen. The nobles rebelled and some
excesses are made. In this context, King Enrique IV is presented. He is a
lad whose father has married against his will and whose marriage does
not have descendants. Her fertility and his manliness are then questioned,
becoming a State affair. The official investigation, however, does not put
light because both the virginity of the spouse, Blanca de Navarra, and the
masculinity of her husband “as gifted as a donkey”. After annulling the
marriage, the honour of the king, however, is questioned again and the
new marriage, in 1455, with Joanne of Portugal just makes things worst.

Nor the genital size of Enrique IV, nor his loving preferences would be
important if they did not mean a dilemma on the successors, main for the
history of the Kingdom of Spain, which brought the princesses Juana and
Isabel into conflict. The first was the legitimate inheritor, daughter of
Enrique IV and Juana de Portugal, who the detractors of the king soon
appointed as the natural daughter of the court favourite of the king Mr.
Beltrán de la Cueva, thus calling her since then pejoratively as Juana “La
Beltraneja”. The other, Isabel, stepsister of the king on her father’s side, is
a woman fond of intrigues. In 1468, just a yea after the Second Battle of
Olmedo, in which Enrique IV lost Segovia, venue of the royal treasure,
the king named Isabel I de Castilla Princess of Asturias, this is, he
recognised her as inheritor in the historical treaty of Toros de Guisando.
But Isabel get married without permission with Fernando de Aragón, her
cousin and makes the king angry, who changes his mind and takes the
title of inheritor away to give to La Beltraneja.

The years go by and Enrique IV has little time to live. He likes
spending time in Valsaín hunting in the forests. It is the year 1473. It is
Christmas. It seems winter is never to end. Isabel has been trying to make
friends with Enrique for years and he, in the end, accepts meeting her.
The meeting takes place in the Alcázar. It is said that brother and sister
ended up dancing. On the last day, they take a walk in Segovia. The war
on succession seems unavoidable but Enrique IV, who even invites
Fernando to the city, does not want to disinherit la Beltraneja. 

A year later, once Enrique IV is death, in the same city of Segovia,
Isabel and Fernando are proclaimed King and Queen of Castile. They
hold the support of most of the kingdom and they win the war.
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he 18th C. brings a new dynasty to Spain, the Borbons, who
have a different sensitivity, but that like their predecessors, like

to stay in quiet places and royal areas. This is how Felipe V pays the city
of Segovia a good amount for the lands belonging to the municipality and
to the monks and that, immediately become part of the royal domains.
The new palace requested a location adapted to the high ambitions of the
project: La Granja, also known as San Ildefonso. The works begin in
1721 in the places where the Jerome monks had the barns, garden, the
houses and the hermitage, under the supervision of Teodoro Ardemans.
The sudden death of his son, in favour of whom he was to abdicate,
obliges the first Borbon to move the entire court to this residence under
construction. The trace of the palace includes now a higher number of
rooms, more splendour in its façades, huge ballrooms and wonderful
patios like Coches and Herradura.

The population of Valsaín reduces at the same time in which the
palace is located close to the village, soon largely inhabited, which works
in the palace, whether in the wall factory and in the other brick works as
in chanters, as in the service to the court.

lso known as the Casa de la Nieve, Casa Eraso and Casarás,
that house of ice had a strategic importance with Felipe II and in

the following centuries that went beyond that provision of ice. Located in a
basin, just a kilometre away from the house of Fuenfría, the construction,
in which even Juan de Herrera took part was a comfortable hostel
unavoidable when passing the mountain. As years went by, la Casa Eraso,
already in ruins and uninhabited, was taken for an abandon convent where
the novel “La sombra de Casarás” places its legend. According to this
story, based in oral tradition, this house was inhabited by a Templar who,
to get the love of a young countess, a lady of the Queen of Castile, he
agreed with the demon who killed her. Since then, says the legend, there are
nights were you can see the knight riding a white horse between the pines
painted in silver by the moon.

Felipe II dies and the lack of interest of the crown brings back the plot
to a wear state ending with it in 1686, when the palace suffered a fire
that turns it into ashes.

The Templar That Negotiated
With The Demon

royal palace begins, by order of the nephew of the king Gaspar de Vega in
1552, Felipe II ordered the construction of the Casa de la Hierba (the
House of Herd) to feed the deer and the Casa de Hielo (House of Ice) to
provide the palace with ice during summer.
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ore focused on Christianity than in hunting, the Catholic Kings
donate in 1477 the hermitage and the surroundings to the

monastery of El Parral, which is ruled by the Jerome monks, whom got the
favour of the kings since then because of their sincere and laudable
austerity. The monastery had been built by Enrique IV then it grew and had
lands to work in. The royal sponsorship gave place to the creation of
monasteries spread throughout Spain, as noble as that of Guadalupe, Yuste
or El Escorial.

The great advances made under Enrique IV, both in the mountain
refuge that became a building of mudejar style, as the preserve suffered a
clear wear during the Catholic kingdom. Valsaín, which hand in its land a
collection of exotic animals (elephants, camels and lions), did not recover
the royal interest until the government of Felipe II. He orders building,
then, the Palace (called the House of the Wood) and other smaller
constructions dedicated to the working of the plot. The administration of
it becomes a task that requires a new infrastructure able of exploiting
rationally its main goods, this is hunting
and wood. Once the construction of the
sumptuous

In A Beautiful Place
Of The Pine Wood
Of Valsaín
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efore beginning the run, the visitor has to know the schedule of
starting of the main fountains that are one of the charms of the

garden (Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday from 15.00 to 18.00h. But
let’s go inside the palace. There are a lot of rooms in the palace but some
of them are closed for the public. The rooms that catch most of the
attention and those the traveller has to contemplate are: the Official
Ballrooms, the private rooms of Felipe V and Isabel of Farnesio, the
Gallery of Statues and the new Tapestry Museum with the rooms of
Carlos V, Isabel La Católica, Juan de Castilla and Margarita de
Austria.

The pieces of the show are form the 16th C., most of them Flemish.
From amongst its board and different thematic, the most remarkable are
those dedicated to the Genesis, Apocalypses, the Creation of Man,
Hercules Works, Ovidius and Cyrus fables. Others talk about the
virtues of man: Prudence, Honour, Fortune… It is one of the most 

he Parador, recently inaugurated, has been located in one of the
historical buildings of the Casa de los Infantes and in the

Headquarters of the Guardia de Corps, both built by order of Carlos
III. The first, where the rooms are located was destined to the servants of
the two sons of the king: Gabriel y Antonio de Borbón y Sajonia. The
works of restoration and fitting to the new uses have been long and hard,
with the result of a room that celebrates the rationality of the original
project, its light and raw materials. The rooms, as the reader might have
already remarked, have their doors directed to the patio of brick and
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he royal site requires ornament, woodworks, furniture and dishes.
The closest the materials were, fastest and most economic the

works would be. And the best way to set the table and the cupboards was
to have the Royal Factory of Glassware able to create the most exquisite
pieces. So it happens in 1727, with the push of Ventura Sit and with the
grace of the Crown when the Royal Factory begins to work. At the
beginning it creates the flat glasses for the mirrors and windows and then
the unique pieces that are set in the noble table of the entire Europe.

Glassware And Mirror
Of The Illustration

T

ost of the palace is built when his promoter, Felipe V, passes
away. The façade to the garden, drawn by Juvera, stands since
1735. The collegiate church has been working for several years

with is monks, abbot and chaplain and they are buried there when he
died. His widow, Isabel of Farnesio stays in La Granja and orders the
construction, not far away, of a site rich in deers and games, another
Royal Site that is the Palace of Riofrío of Italian Architecture and a
great staircase.

But let’s go back to La Granja. The palace, solidly drawn in stone by
the Baroque architects of Felipe V, is invaded by colour, vividness and
with its final look thanks to the influence of Carlos III. The hand of the
Great King, present in the entire country, both in urbanism (construction
of the building that lodges the Prado Museum and the Botanic Garden),
as in urbanity (promulgation of the rule that recognised the gypsies as
Spanish citizens) and in the education (creation of the Schools of Arts and
Works and of Professional training) is clearly distinguished in this
magnificent Alcázar de la Granja, emblem of a Spain that looks to Europe
far beyond France, towards Italy.

Since then, in the palace take place some of the most important events
of Modern history: in 1796 the Treaty of San Ildefonso that means the
peace with France and the war against England. In 1836, the “Rebellion
of the Sergeants of La Granja” that obliged the ruling Queen, María
Cristina de Borbón, to submit to the Constitution of 1812. Then, in the
19th C., there were long stays of Alfonso XII, her sister the infanta, Queen
Victoria Eugenia and her husband, the King Alfonso XIII.

Scenario Of History
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La Granja
De San Ildefonso
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arches, in the four floors, by which there is a fountain that puts music to
the silence of Apollo. Of the former Headquarters of the Guardia de Corps
only the façades has been kept to install inside the dinning room, the
restaurant and the auditoriums.

The proximity of such a privilege accommodation, just 12 kilometres
away from the city of Segovia, Patrimony City full of life and culture, and
of the rich natural places around it, make of its location the perfect start
point for different excursions by foot, by horse, riding a bicycle, in balloon
or even in a kayak, (visiting the Hoces del Duratón). But the traveller
registered here would surely be interested in other visits, like the palace or
the village and the Royal Factory. The visit to both places can occupy the
entire day. Let’s go.

Real Sitio
De San Ildefonso

B



here are too many possible walks around the village and the
factories that were created thanks to the love of the royal

residence. The town, also very implied in tourism, offers a lot of
information and has several thematic walks. Do whichever you like.
However, the most important is visiting the workshops and the history of
this place as the European capital of glass works it was once and that still
is today.

La Granja, with little less than 6,000 inhabitants, also includes in its
municipality the districts of Valsaín, La pradera de Navalhorno and
Riofrío. The great charm of the town is the Royal Factory of Flat
Glasses, behind the Parador. The building gives an idea of he seriousness
with which the task of glass production was assumed by Carlos III who
was who ordered the construction of the factory we are visiting after the
old one burnt. In the inside, apart of the Museum, there is still production
of glass, and at the same time there are classes and courses on the artisan
work of glass creation. In its modern rooms, there are collections of
contemporary art works made of glass by masters from all around the

important collections of the world. It also has five works based on
Goya’s paintings.

During the visit you have to pay attention to the ceilings and vaults
greatly decorated the stuccos and the golden filigrees, also in its lacquered
walls, in its Genoa, Seville and Cordoba marbles; the marquetry tables, the
glass chandeliers made in the Royal Factory, the earthenware and the
clocks. The excesses of the then ruling French style that was sponsored by
Felipe V is offset by the decoration of the interior by the Italian air given
to it and that was promoted by Isabel of Farnesio.

Because of distance, the next to visit is the Collegiate Church and its
exquisite Baroque chapel. There are buried the bodies of Felipe V and his
wife, in the Family Pantheon. In the first floor you have to visit the
collection of sculptures brought from Rome, the dinning rooms and the
rooms of Isabel of Farnesio. Of all the rooms, the most impressive is that
of the lacquers. From amongst the furniture, the bed with canopy, a
wonderful piece, not so much because of its silver additions but for being
the first bed the Spanish Kings have shared in the entire Spanish history.

There is even more spectacle waiting for the visitor in the garden: 170
hectares of sequoias, holly trees, chestnut trees and lime trees ordered
following the 18th C. likes, the French style according to the project of
Carlier y Boutelou; it is based on the engineer design by Merchan, with
little forests, parks and avenues. But do not feel impressed by the
enormous paths to walk, whichever you choose along its 6 kilometres will
show you impressive things. The group of 26 fountains holds beauties like
those of the series of the Carrera de Caballos (with Neptune on the main
pond and Andromeda on top); Diana’s Baths, of incredible architectural
value in which we find hunter Acteon, watching the careless bath of the
Roman goddess; Fame riding Pegasus and Anphitrides Cascade, wife of
Neptune, in mention to Isabel of Farnesio, wife of the king represented
throughout the entire group as the God of the oceans. There are a lot
more, all of them with their particular charm on which the Sea is
supported, flowing like a waterfall in al the fountains.

In the centre of the garden, on the three parallel axes the traveller has
already seen beats like the Minotaur heart a maze with spiral shape. There
are sculptures by Demandré, Pitué and some others made on marble or
metal.
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Outside The Doors
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he Big Beans of this land have such an enormous fame, such a
well reputed name that it is frequently to become simple and

reducing the entire gastronomy of La Granja to this great bean. But of
course, the Big Bean of La Granja is the jewel of the Crown. It is so
because it was the monarchy that brought it here from its native America
and for its valuable gastronomic consideration. The so called big bean is
technically the Phaseolus coccineus of white bean, but it has to share the
merits with the quality of the land and with the waters of the area where
it grows. Here these beans are cooked with Pig Slaughter and some
vegetables, but there are also people who cook them with Clams. And it

is because these beans are also
able to adapt to the

cooking fantasies of
the 21st C

The long stays the kings have spent in San Ildefonso have left other
traces in the local gastronomy, especially with dishes in which Quails and
Young Pigeons are served, also the Soups, abundant and improved with
egg yolks and in the desserts. But the highest remark of the cuisine of
Segovia is, more than any other dish, is Suckling Pig, considered in the
capital as another monument. It is a dish which main merit is the youth
of the animal and the care in its cooking.

But you should not think, however, that these lands are a refuge of
tradition stuck in time. On the contrary, these lands so visited by the
gastronomic tourists mix new with old cuisine. In Segovia city there is a
long list of contests of first stage that you have to visit: the National
Contest of Young Chefs, the Week of Sephardic Cuisine, the Festival
of Reap and Thresh or the “Mushroom Chasers”. All these feast leave,
one year after the other innovative combinations in the restaurants like
sweet cow tongue or chocolate and mushroom pudding. 
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world, a technological show of the instruments used, live exhibitions of the
oven work and stained glass windows of the reputed factory of Maumejean
(which in the end of the 19th C. created new pieces using the former
techniques of glass works painted and melted by fire). The Museum that is
the venue of the Foundation National Centre of Glass presents
throughout the year temporal expositions, courses and conferences. The
School has monographic workshops for collaborations and exchange.

Apart of the Museum we have just visited, the fabrication of glass
meant for the town a series of urban and factories infrastructure like the
Puerta del Horno (The Oven’s Door) and the wood shed that held the
fuel wood for all the industry. It is a pity that there is not much left of all
that, just some of the buildings.

It is also worth visiting the three churches of the town: Pío XII,
Nuestra Señora de los Dolores and del Rosario, from the 18th and
19th centuries, and the City Hall, which is now in a building constructed
by Felipe V as a hospital.

El Pontón reservoir:
The traveller will find this reservoir very close to the Parador. It calms

the waters of River Eresma and from the streams Rastrillo and
Chorranca. The way up here can be made walking or by car. As we leave
the town behind, the gardens give place to the olm trees and chestnuts.
The rock that rises here is known as the Cerro Matabuelles (Ox-killer
Hill). The high tops of the mountain also have strange names: Siete
Picos, Montón de Trigo, Mujer Muerta (Seven Tops, Bunch of Hay,
Death Woman) that give relief to this mountain range. This place is
visited by hikers and families that spend the day camping. It is also
visited by nudists and fishers. Walking it all can take some more than an
hour. The mountain range with its tops covered by snow is reflected in the
crystal waters of the lake is a photo everyone takes.

By car, there are different ways to get here, but from La Granja the
best is taking the motorway to Torrecaballeros and, after the bridge,
leaving the cemetery to your right. Then, you have to take the mountain
road to your left that leads directly to one of the parking areas.

During the summer there are very nice destinations to these waters
rushing from the tops. Once of the best baths is the one to take at River
Cambrones that, from La Granja, distributes a series of natural wells
where the river calms down. There are some of them along five
kilometres. They are also called the giant boilers, there wee created by the
crashing of the stones rolling by the water and that stood there because of
the change in the flows.

Valsaín
Just 3 kilometres away from La Granja, and also the ruins of the first

Hunting Palace, the village, once very prosperous, has a bridge, Canales,
where the water was taken to the Palace, a dam of the 19th C. and a
channel of the same age which took water to the Salto del Olvido. Of
course, it is worth visiting the ruins of the legendary Casa Eresma, where
it is said the Templar knight lived and the CENEAM, a centre for
environmental expositions that you can go especially if you come here
with children. It is 3 kilometres away from La Granja.

Natural Sites

Cuisine
With Its Own Name

T
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Desserts are the lay provision, in many cases, of the nuns of the close
orders that were sponsored by the kings. The most accredited are the
Ring-Shaped pastries, the Flowers or the Tubes. For those who prefer
fruit we recommend Valsaín Raspberries, used in Fruit Salads and in
Cakes.

THE SECRET RECIPE

SUCKLING PIG WITH RASPBERRIES
Ingredients: 1 full sucking pig clean of viscera. 1/4 Kg. of chopped veal

meat. 1 Kg. of chopped quail breasts. 2 eggs. 1 Kg. raspberries. One small
glass of breadcrumbs. One glass of Rueda’s white wine. Bay leaf, thyme,
salt and oil.

First, finely chop the filling mixing it thoroughly with the eggs, some
salt and a little oil. Once the mix is ready, you have to stuff the pig with it
closing with a thread.

In the oven, at a 150º, we have to place a clay tray with the wine, the
bay leaf, the thyme and another small glass of water. We distribute the
raspberries and lay the pig, with the sewing facing the grill.

When we see that the meat has a golden colour, we turn it to the other
side. But, be careful, we have to cook the animal on both sides and then,
we cook it for a little longer so the skin is crispy.
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